
Starview Transparent LED  
Specifications

Starview Transparent LED is a 65-90% transparent LED display
that can be placed in a window without sacrificing natural light in
your space. Additional benefits include creative and artistic
applications, while meeting security codes and regulations. Its slim
design and high brightness can compete with direct sunlight while
giving you the ability to create a dynamic experience to your
customers before they enter your location. Starview Transparent
LED is perfect for any retail, hotel, shopping mall, or commercial
application.

Starview Transparent LED is available in P3.9-7.8mm  
and P7.8-7.8mm pixel pitches.



LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN

Starview Transparent Glass Led Curtain unique
transparency, up to 90%, allows daylight sunlight to
filter through, creating a natural interior atmosphere
while still delivering attractive, get-noticed digital
video on the front of the display.

Modular designs

Multiple options in pixel pitch are available, making  
STARVIEW products flexible to fit any viewing  
situation.

FEATURE

Full Color Expression

Starview Transparent LED delivers a surprisingly
wide range of colors. Applications can be extended
to display an entire video or pictures in which
various colors combinations are possible

High Brightness, Better Quality

Installing at indoor places require the displays
feature with high definition. The high brightness and
high definition features of the Showcase LED
Screen ensures great quality pictures - making it a
perfect fit for stage, banks, shopping mall,
promotion, glass wall, stadium.
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SPECIFICATIONS

STARVIEW TRANSPARENT LED SPECIFICATIONS

Model
STT-P3.9-

5200
STT-P3.9-

4800
STT-P3.9-

3300
STT-P3.9-

1200
STT-P3.9-

800
STT-P7.8-

1200
STT-P7.8-

5200

Pixel  
Configure SMD1921, 3-in-1 RGB SMD2020, 3-in-1 RGB SMD1921,  

3-in-1 RGB

Pixels  
Density 32,768 pixels/m² 16,384 pixels/m²

Pixel Pitch
(WxH)

3.91 x 7.82 mm 7.82 x 7.82 mm

Brightness
(nits)

≥ 5200-5500 ≥ 4800-5000 ≥ 3300-3600 ≥ 1200-1500 ≥ 800-1000 ≥1200 ≥ 5200-5500

Cabinet  
Size 1000 x 500 mm (WxH)

Chip of LED Nationstar LED

Driver IC 2038S

Scanning  
mode 1/8S 1/16S 1/4S
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